Now, golf course superintendents can change the course of turfgrass disease control with HERITAGE, a completely new fungicide with a novel mode of action. HERITAGE will give your golf course round-the-clock protection against devastating diseases. With its powerful combination of preventative and curative activity and its high level of effectiveness against 18 of the toughest turf diseases, HERITAGE will make an outstanding difference in the quality and health of your turfgrass.

The active ingredient in HERITAGE is based on naturally occurring fungicides, called strobilurins, which are found in certain mushrooms.

HERITAGE has a novel mode of action which is different than any other fungicide now on the market. It has both preventative and curative activity and is absorbed into the leaf blades and stems as well as taken up by the roots. This ensures that your golf course is protected from the devastating effects of turfgrass diseases.

HERITAGE is the only fungicide available that controls both brown patch and Pythium, as well as take-all patch, summer patch, anthracnose and snow mold—an unprecedented advantage for the turf professional’s disease program. HERITAGE is also effective against certain fungicide-resistant pathogens, making it an extremely useful tool in resistance management strategies.
Superintendents will find that HERITAGE is exceptionally compatible with the environmental balance of their courses. HERITAGE poses minimal risk to birds, mammals and fish, and its low use rates and extended application intervals mean less active ingredient is released into the surroundings.

For more information on HERITAGE Fungicide and how it's changing the course of disease control, contact your Zeneca Sales Representative or call Zeneca Professional Products Toll Free at 1-888-617-7690.

Once you learn about the powerful, round-the-clock protection this new fungicide offers, you'll agree that it's time to change the course of your turfgrass disease management program, with HERITAGE.

Always read and follow label directions. HERITAGE™ is a trademark of a Zeneca Group Company. ©1997, Zeneca Inc.
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Brown Patch And Dollar Spot Give You Two Choices.

Do a lot of explaining. Prevent them with ProStar and ProStar Plus.

TWO excellent preventative/curative fungicides with different control spectrums.

PROSTAR Fungicide controls brown patch, plus 7 other common turf diseases including fairy ring. With 2 to 3 weeks residual (versus 1 week), its unique class of chemistry is ideal for resistance management rotated with other fungicides. It also tank mixes with many other turf products.

PROSTAR PLUS Fungicide controls both brown patch and dollar spot. A premix that utilizes the lowest labeled rates of PROSTAR and Bayleton, the combined "synergistic" action is more effective than either agent alone. And it provides up to 30 days protection, even at these lowest labeled component rates.

PROSTAR and PROSTAR PLUS both have premeasured water-soluble packaging. Both are non-phytotoxic to all fine turfgrasses, and neither will interfere with growth regulator programs.

Go with the obvious choice for best results.

PROSTAR® and PROSTAR® Plus™

Bayleton® is a registered trademark of Bayer, Inc. Read and follow label directions carefully. AgrEvo USA Company, Wilmington, DE 19808 ©1996
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TAKE OUR HIGH PERFORMANCE CONVERTIBLE FOR A SPIN.

At Echo, we've been giving landscaping professionals exactly what they need for over twenty-five years: superior outdoor power equipment that more than performs... day after day after bumping, jostling, banging, hard-working day.

The result? Power equipment that exceeds professional demands for quality, durability and dependability. Echo Pro Performance. Built by the team that knows what professionals need. Maybe that's why more landscaping professionals choose Echo than any other brand of outdoor power equipment. For more information on Echo Pro Performance products call 1-800-432-ECHO (3246).
Trimmers that deliver maximum performance and maximum versatility. That's Echo Pro Performance. Like our innovative SB Series Trimmers, featuring an ingenious split-boom, which allows the trimmers to be easily converted into a versatile, lightweight edger. And of course, they are powered by our legendary, world-class, two-stroke engine. Just what you'd expect from the number one name in outdoor power equipment.
A ny list of the wonders of this created world must certainly include the unpredictable and downright unstoppable forces of nature.

The late snowfall and subsequent flooding in North Dakota and Minnesota are this year’s examples, along with the southern Ohio deluge of early March.

The water rises to reclaim the land for a time, and then recedes, leaving a clean-up job that takes weeks.

I viewed the aftermath of the St. Louis floods a few years back, and thought that was the worst it could ever get. Lawn care pro John Loyet drove me around an industrial park left ruined by floodwater. Private jets parked at a nearby muny airport were lifted, carried along by the water, and then dropped. How much more ruinous this latest flooding is in comparison!

It’s easy to talk about the floods as I sit high and dry in northeast Ohio. Here, floods are just a news story that happens somewhere else. Spring’s been chilly here, but the residents of Grand Forks, N.D., would gladly barter what happened to their town in April for a merely ‘chilly’ spring.

How bad was it? The Red River crested at 54 feet, in what is being called a 500-year flood, which means it was a flood so devastating that it doesn’t occur but once in 500-years.

The school year in Grand Forks has ended; the town was evacuated; and flood watchers say a full assessment of damage won’t be possible till the end of this month.

City residents blamed forecasters for under-estimating the height at which the river would crest. The difference between the prediction and what actually happened was only a matter of five feet, which some said meant little when you’re facing the power of a 500-year flood. Remember, we can all talk about the weather, but none of us can ever do anything about it.

I managed to get through to a few green industry professionals, to talk about the recovery.

Steve Snortum, owner of Snortum Nursery, Granite Falls, Minn., said the flooding in that town was the worst he had seen in a mere 28 years. His company is located in a dry area, but he managed to take some pictures of water that had risen 18 feet and covered a walkway of a bridge. Sandbags were piled 10 feet high on a neighborhood street.

Woody Woodson, club professional and manager at Montevideo Country Club in Montevideo, Minn., was looking at four holes under about four feet of water on April 24, but said he was confident that the Kentucky bluegrass turf would survive. The eight-man crew at MCC was rebuilding a dike when I called.

“It’ll be a challenge, but that’s life,” said Woodson, who said he’d never seen anything like it in his 27 years in the business. Pumps at MCC were working at a rate of 100,000 gallons an hour, sending water back to the Minnesota River.

George Sholy of S&S Landscaping, Fargo, N.D. and his crews were helping pile sandbags in Grand Forks prior to the final cresting. Fargo was ultimately spared the full force of the flood.

Sholy’s caring attitude and that of others like him no doubt went a long way in helping those who were about to lose pieces of their lives to the force of an uncaring river. LM

Don’t forget: Tell us how you got into the green industry, and where you are now, for LM’s 35th Anniversary Issue. See our April issue, page 54 for our “Talkback” reader response page, or write us a letter. Send your green industry history to:
7500 Old Oak Blvd. Clev., OH 44130
(216) 891-2709; fax: (216) 891-2675
E-mail: tmciver@advanstar.com
rhall@advanstar.com
When it comes to season-long control of crabgrass, goosegrass, oxalis, spurge and many other troublesome weeds, PENDULUM® herbicide gets down to business. No other preemergent turf herbicide can match its spectrum of weeds controlled and cost-effectiveness. • PENDULUM brand Pendimethalin also offers greater flexibility than ever before, with a complete preemergent product line that includes sprayable formulations, combination fertilizer products and now a 2% granular formulation. • When you consider cash rebates available to you from American Cyanamid, it’s easy to see that PENDULUM really does mean business. Smart Business.
• To learn more about the rebate offer or for the name of the PENDULUM distributor nearest you, call 1-800-545-9525, Ext. 931.
This new single-source reference provides the most current and comprehensive information on the basics of turfgrass and landscape management available today!

The Landscape Management Handbook

edited by William E. Knoop

125 pages, softcover

Item #LSMB830

$34.95

Provides an overall understanding of turf and landscape care and management and covers all the basics of the green industry.

Covers all the topics both golf course superintendents and students of turfgrass and landscape management need to know about.

Combines practical information with the tried and true basics of management to provide a single, practical, affordable and up-to-date text.

Features detailed information, charts, diagrams, figures and tables to illustrate key information points.

The Landscape Management Handbook provides a unique, single-source reference of comprehensive information on a variety of turf and landscape topics. It’s an ideal handbook for golf course and lawn care superintendents and crew members, and is also appropriate for schools that teach basic turf and landscape management.

Call 1-800-598-6008
Fax: 216-723-9146
Outside the U.S. 216-723-9180
ONE FUNGICIDE
CONTROLS OVER
31 TREE DISEASES!

Elm Wilt
Oak Decline
Fusarium Wilt
Verticillium Wilt
Coryneum Blight
Cedar Branch Canker
Fusarium Moniliforme
Physalospora (Bleeding Canker)
Ceratocystis Canker
Thielaviopsis Decline
Atropellis Canker
Pine Pitch Canker
Coryneum Canker
Kabitcha Branch Canker
Botryosphaeria Branch Canker
Melanconium Dieback
Verticicladiella
Pestalotia

Mimosa Wilt
Ceratocystis Dieback
Dutch Elm Disease
Palm Bud Rot
Philalophora
Diploidia Tip Blight
Vermicularia Dieback
Dothiorella
Phomopsis Canker
Nectria Canker

THE TIME PROVEN
MICRO-INJECTION SYSTEM

Mauget
5435 Peck Road
Arcadia, CA 91006
1-800-TREES-Rx
1-800-873-3779
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SOMETIMES, WHAT YOU DON'T SEE CAN HURT YOU.

Except for a few short minutes, MAUGET'S MICRO-INJECTION SYSTEM is not only invisible, the active ingredient is contained safely within the tree's vascular system. Safe for you....the Tree....the Environment ------- Deadly for Insects.

Pests never know what hit them. Your customer is never bothered by tree spraying concerns and his neighbors will never know there was a problem being solved.

IMICIDE, ABACIDE, INJECT-A-CIDE B & INJECT-A-CIDE all protect valuable trees from pests without anyone noticing --- except the pest.

THAAAT'S targeted, low impact, environmentally friendly IPM tree health care!!

The quiet, invisible solution...MAUGET IS MICRO-INJECTION!